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THE MAGNIFICATION OF THE FRONTAL
WRITING LEVER*
W. H. NEWTON
In the recording of movement by means of a lever on a smoked
drum, the use of a frontal writing point offers certain advantages.
The lever is normal to the curve of the drum surface and terminates
in a small hinge, which is tangential to this curve and supports the
actual writing point. The latter usually has two arms projecting
below and above the A
hinge, the upper one be-
ing ibent back at an angle
so as to counterpoise the
lower, whose tip is there-
by maintained in contact \
N with the drum. The ease N3
with which the lever can
be adjusted to the drum /
and the certainty of a N2
continuous record are M 2 N
among the advantages of M Oa
this apparatus. The ver-
tical tracing is also a great.
convenience for measure-
ment and for comparison
Os of different traces. A dis-
advantage is that the mag-
nification is not linear; but
a satisfactory mechanical
recording system in which
it is linear is not easy to
make. The deviation
from linearity is regular
and predictable, and in certain circumstances advantageous.
In the figure MOP represents the lever, PQ the frontal writing
* From the Department of Physiology, University of Liverpool, England.YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
point, hinged to the lever at P, and N the perpendicular projection
of P on the drum surface AB. The counterpoising arm maintaining
Q in contact with AB is not shown. MOP1N1Q1, M20P2N2Q2,
M30P3N3Q3 represent new positions to which the system may move
from the zero position MOPNQ.
The lever may be envisaged as weighted at M, the movements
which it is to magnify being communicated to it through the thread
attached at T. T1, T2, and T3 are positions of T corresponding to
the three positions of the lever already described. The longer the
thread from T to the source of movement, the more nearly is it
vertical for all positions of T. In the following calculations, it is
assumed that the thread is always vertical, i.e., that if the lever
moves through an angle 6, the amplitude ofthe movement is propor-
tional to sin 8.*
It can be seen by inspection that
QQ1- NN1 + N1Q1 NQ
or- QQ1=NQ -NN1- N1Q
QQ2=NQ +NN2-N2Q2
QQ3= NQ + NN3-N3Q3
If QQnand NNn are treated as vectors instead of lengths, move-
ment upward from the zero positions N and Q being positive and
movement downward negative, we may write a general expression
QQn= NQ+NNn-NnQn .. (1)
Now let OP =L
PQ =qL
PN =pL
QQ-=y
and < POPn =
(Note that the angle described by the lever moving in an anti-
clockwise direotion is positive, in a clockwise direction, negative).
*For the effect of backward movement of the thread, see H. 0. Schild,
J. Physiol., Proceedings of the Physiological Society, June 3, 1944.
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Then, NQ -LVq2-p2
NNn Lsin9
NnQn=-LV/q-(p + 1 -cosO)2
and, from (1),
y
= L(sinO \q2-(p + COS)2 +\ p2) (2)
If the distance OT = 1, then the vertical distance moved by the
point T sin9.
The total magnificationi of the record at any point is, therefore,
M _y L(sin6- Vq2-(p +1-cos)2 + Vq2-p2)
sin8 sin. (3)
It is usual to place the lever as near the drum as possible, and
if p =O,
y =L(sin9- Vq2 - COS)2 + q) ........................... (4)
y L(sin-Vq2 (l-cos)2 + q) and s sin .....(5)
Calculations from mathematical tables of the theoretical mag-
nifications for different values of 9 is tedious, and for ordinary
purposes it is quicker and sufficiendy accurate to substitute the geo-
metrical equivalents of the square root expressions in (3) and (5)
and measure them off on a scale drawing. The equations in the
form given are, however, useful, because on differentiation they
show the rate of magnification at any point as distinct from the total
magnification at that point. Thus,
R dye= tan9(p+ _COS).(6)
and, if p = 0,
dy L 1+ tan9 c(1 ) o(7)
dsin9 \q +Vq -(1-cosO)2 3
In the following table, total magnifications at different values of
9, and the actual rate of magnification at those values are given.
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The effect of changing the value of q is also shown. The figures
have been obtained by reference to mathematical ta;bles or by men-
suration, whichever was most convenient; they are not, therefore,
quite theoretically accurate, but serve to demonstrate the desired
points. The first is that a fairly long writing point gives almost
linear magnification over a wide range, e.g., one which is only 0.3
times the length of a lever whose initial magnification (in the hori-
zontal position) is 10 times has a range of 450 (22.5° up and down)
before increasing the magnification to 11 times.
The second point is that in, for instance, biological assay, where
the contractions of a muscle in response to "standard" and
"unknown" are compared, the selection of an appropriate writing
point allows the heights of the contractions to be compared with a
greater degree of accuracy'than the total excursion ofthe leverwould
suggest. Thus, at an angle of 450, a writing point 0.4 times the
length oftheleveris actuallymagnifyingthe movementof the tissue
24 times, yet the total height of the record at that angle is less than
12 times the total movement of the tissue.
The angle at which the writing point leaves the drum is impor-
tant. It has been worked out theoretically for each value of q, and
appears with the corresponding magnification in the table.
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